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1 BACKGROUND
1.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE
Index was appointed by CES to conduct an agricultural study for Proposed Albany Wind
Energy Facility & Grid Infrastructure that is located near Makhanda (Grahamstown), Eastern
Cape Province.
The objective of the study is to determine the agricultural potential and provide an indication
of the loss of high potential land and of farm production if the project is to be implemented
The source document for this report was ‘DRAFT AGRICULTURE & SOILS ASSESSMENT REPORT’
compiled by CES in Port Elizabeth.

1.2 LOCALITY
The site is located northeast of Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape Province.

Figure 1. Locality of the proposed Albany energy generation area

Albany Wind Power is proposing the development of a WEF and associated grid infrastructure,
as described in the sections below and indicated in Figure 1.
4

The affected properties are:
Table 1. Affected properties

Farm
The Orchards
Collingham Towers
Farm 240 241
Tempe
Grobbelers Kloof
Farm 352
State Land
Beggars Bush Exchange
Green Hills
Allandale
Miniplaas
Nutwood Farm
Hooleton
Farm 601
Farm 615

Area (ha)
912.7
145.3
2 126.5
1 120.8
769.1
45.9
176.1
605.4
1 324.3
36.1
53.8
53.5
115.8
126.9
854.3

1.3 METHODOLOGY
LAND USES

Existing land uses were mapped based on satellite images dated 2019 and indications from
farmer on the affected land.
SOILS

Soil patterns were identified from satellite images, from surface hydrology generated from
Digital Terrain Modelling (DTM) data. Soil types were described by using the Taxonomic system
for RSA (Soil Working Group, 1991)
WATER

River locations were taken from GIS Layers provided by the Department of Land Affairs
(Surveyor General).
VEGETATION

The vegetation condition was taken from AGIS calculated in 2016.

1.4 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.4.1 TURBINE TOWER, ROADS AND ASSOCIATED INFRASTRUCTURE
The proposed Albany WEF will consist of the following:
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Temporary infrastructure including a site camp and a laydown area of approximately
30m2 per turbine (all to be rehabilitated post-construction).



Up to 66 wind turbines with a rotor diameter of up to 170m, a hub height of up to 130m
and blade length of up to 85m - each with an output of between 4 and 8 megawatts
(MW).



Foundations (up to 550m²) for each wind turbine.



A laydown area next to the locations of the proposed wind turbines (3 900m2 for crane
hardstand per turbine).



Areas of approximately 25m2 for the switchgear and/or transformer at each turbine;



New and upgraded internal access roads of between 8m (during operation) and 14m
(during construction, to be partly rehabilitated) wide to each turbine.



Medium voltage (MV) cabling between turbines and the switching station, to be laid
underground where technically feasible.



Overhead medium voltage powerlines between turbine rows, where necessary.



Overhead powerlines to connect the facility to the electrical grid.



Existing roads will be used as far as possible. However, where required, internal access
roads will be constructed between the turbines.



A temporary area of approximately 9ha which will include a batching plant, laydown
facilities, concrete tower manufacturing and steel tower processing and construction
compound.

Table 3. Proposed Albany WEF Development Footprint

Construction Footprint after
Footprint
Rehabilitation
Laydown area (crane hardstand)
25,74 ha
25.74 ha
Temporary laydown area, batching plant and construction
9,00 ha
0,0 ha
compound
Turbine foundation
3,63 ha
3,63 ha
Temporary Infrastructure (site camp and a laydown area)
0,20 ha
0,00 ha
Switchgear and/or Transformer
0,17 ha
0,17 ha
Internal Access Roads
50,4 ha
28,8 ha
Upgraded existing internal access roads
15,4 ha
8,8 ha
TOTAL FOOTPRINT:
104,54 ha
67.1 ha
Facility component

1.4.2 ALBANY GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
In addition, Albany WEF plans to develop the following grid infrastructure:


Option 1 (preferred) – 2,3ha Independent Power Producer (IPP) Substation (MV/132 kV)
which will include, battery storage and site office area, situated in the middle of the site.
-

Two (2) collector substations, each 1,0ha (Collector Substation West and Collector
Substation East) will be constructed.

-

The grid connection will be a Line-In-Line-Out (LILO) on the Pembroke-Albany 132 kV
line.
All turbines will connect, via underground MV lines, either directly to the IPP substation
or to a collector. Each collector will in turn connect to the IPP substation via MV or
132 KV overhead line(s) within the grid corridor.

-
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-

Grid corridor width is 500m wide to allow for manoeuvrability for the final line position.

-

The corridor from Collector Substation West to the main corridor is 170m in width with
a flanking area to accommodate for the line turn in.

Option 2 – Direct connection, via the same corridor, to the potential 132 kV substation,
adjacent to the Eskom Albany 132 kV substation, up to 2,3ha, which will include battery
storage and a site office area situated in the middle of the site.

Table 2. Proposed Albany Grid Infrastructure Development Footprint

Infrastructure component
IPP Switching Station (battery storage and site office)
– same for both options
Two (2) Collector Switching Stations
Overhead Line (monopole placement every 250m)
Collector Switching Station Collector Corridor (CSSC)
TOTAL FOOTPRINT:

Construction
Footprint
2,3 ha

Footprint after
rehabilitation
2,3 ha

2,0 ha
0,3168 ha
0,0144 ha
4,63 ha

2,0 ha
0,0088 ha
0,0004 ha
4,31 ha

Infrastructure component
Overhead Line servitude area (length and width of line servitude)
Overhead Line - maintenance tracks
CSSC - overhead line servitude area
CSSC - maintenance tracks.
TOTAL

Corridor requirements
34,1 ha
4,4 ha
1,6 ha
0,2 ha
39,3 ha

2 PRESENT LAND USES
2.1 REGIONAL
In general the land is livestock grazing, game production aimed at hunting and ecotourism,
and where water is available, for fodder production or for horticulture. Arable land is scarce,
most of the lands are alluvial or accumulated through hill-wash in the narrow valleys along
watercourses.
From all indications, there is nobody that practices large scale commercial crop production.
Mining for sand and aggregates is scattered throughout the proposed Albany WEF site, but
will not affect construction or agricultural potential.
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Figure 2. Present land uses – Eastern section (2020)

Figure 3. Present land uses – Western section (2020)
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2.2 LAND USE ON THE CONSTRUCTION SITES
The application area is located on 15 properties. The land uses on the property is indicated in
Figure 2, 3 and 4.


The land on which construction of the turbines will take place is virgin land that is under
grazing by livestock or game.



No arable lands were identified in direct proximity of the towers.



Cultivated land was identified on Collingham Towers and fallow lands on Mininplaas and
Allandale. Lands can be avoided by careful placement. The impact on farming, however
will be small because the only land that will be lost is where the foundation of the pylon.

Figure 4. Cultivated land within the overhead line corridor

Photo 1 indicates cattle grazing near a dam on Portion 10 of Farm 240. The overhead line
corridor is routed through this property and the proposed collector switching station (west) and
the associated collector switching station corridor are situated within this property. However,
the proposed infrastructure, which is situated within this property, is unlikely to restrict access to
the dam. 1

1

Source of photos: CES
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Photo 1. Cattle grazing at 33°15'57.41" S, 26°35'36.93" E

Photo 2 indicates cattle grazing on the Remaining Extent (RE) of Erf 4807 in the Albany
Administrative region. The proposed WEF and grid infrastructure developments will not interfere
with cattle and livestock grazing within the undeveloped sections of this property.

Photo 2. Informal cattle grazing near a substation (33°16'31.49" S, 26°35'29.65" E).
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Photo 3 indicates a cattle enclosure on the RE of Portion 3 of Farm 663. Although the cattle
enclosure is within close proximity to a WEF access road, neither the proposed WEF nor the
proposed grid infrastructure will interfere with the functioning of this cattle enclosure.

Photo 3. Photograph of a cattle enclosure along the National Route N2 road

Photo 5 shows a quarry which is situated on Portion 14 of Farm 240. Infrastructure associated
with Albany WEF, specifically Turbine 69, Turbine 71 and an access route are situated near
Portion 14 of Farm 240. However, it is unlikely that the continuation of this land use would be
jeopardised should the proposed WEF be constructed.

Photo 4. Quarry at 33°15'14.08" S, 26°34'55.26" E
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3 PROPOSED LAND USES
An application has been made to the Department of Mineral Resources to establish a wind
generation project. The land impacted on is indicated below:
Table 3. Proposed activities on the property
Component
Energy facility
Laydown area (crane hardstand)
Temporary laydown area, batching plant and construction
compound
Turbine foundation
Temporary Infrastructure (site camp and a laydown area)
Switchgear and/or Transformer
Internal Access Roads
Upgraded existing internal access roads
Sub total

Temporary loss

GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
Switching Station (battery storage and site office) – same for
both options
Two (2) Collector Switching Stations
Overhead Line (monopole placement every 250m)
Collector Switching Station Collector Corridor (CSSC)
Sub total
Corridor
Line servitude area
Overhead Line - maintenance tracks
CSSC - overhead line servitude area
CSSC - maintenance tracks.
Sub total
TOTAL

Permanent loss

25,74

25,74
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0

3,63
0,2
0,17
50,4
15,4
104,54

3,63
0
0,17
28,8
8,8
67,1

2,3

2,3

2,0
0,3168
0,0144
4,63

2,0
0,0088
0,0004
4,31

34,1

34,1

4,4
1,6
0,2
6,2

143,27

77,6

Approximately 77.6ha will change from Agriculture to Infrastructure.

4 NATURAL RESOURCES
4.1 GEOLOGY
The proposed Albany WEF and grid infrastructure sites are underlain by Witteberg Group and
the Grahamstown Formation. The surrounding area includes rock from the Dwyka and the
Ecca Groups.
The Witteberg Group, within the proposed Albany WEF and grid infrastructure sites, consist of
arenite, shale and diamictite. The Grahamstown Formation primarily consists of silcrete.
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Figure 5. Generalised geology of the site - ENPAT

4.2 TOPOGRAPHY
A slope analysis was done from a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) for the Eastern Cape Province.


Land with a slope more than 12% is considered as not arable, except in very specific
circumstances where it relates to identified crops and then it will apply only for soils with
a low erodability.



Agricultural Resources Act of 1983 and the area directive gazetted under notice 2601 of
2 December 1983
•

Maximum slopes for Mayo and Bonheim

20%

•

Maximum slopes for Glenrosa, Oakleaf, Cartref, etc.

12%

•

Escourt and other duplex soils

not arable

The soil map provided in Section 4.4 indicates that the terrestrial or uplands soils where the
construction will take place, has Mispah and Glenrosa as dominant soils types. From the
above, the maximum slope for arable land for this project is 12%.
Figure 6 indicates the towers that that are placed on land that falls within the slope parameters
for potentially arable land.
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Table 4. Area of turbine foundation

Slope
<12%
+12%
TOTAL

Number of sites turbines

%

Area affected

23
43
66

34.8
65.2
100

1,27
2,37
3,63

Figure 6. Slope analysis

4.3 CLIMATE
Makhanda receives approximately 680 mm of rain per year, with the highest rainfall months of
March and October. The average minimum temperature is 10.5° C, with the lowest minimum
temperatures occurring during July. The average maximum temperature is 23.2° C, with the
highest maximum temperatures occurring during February.
The main characteristics are shown in Table 1 below.2

2

South African Weather Bureau, 2019. Pretoria and https://www.worldweatheronline.com, 2019
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Table 5. Climate data
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Avg. Temp. (°C)

20.7

20.9

20

17.6

15.3

13

12.4

13.5

15.1

16.1

17.9

19.5

Min. Temp. (°C)

14.6

15.1

14.4

11.3

8.6

5.9

5.4

6.4

8.5

10

12.2

13.5

Max. Temp. (°C)

26.8

26.8

25.7

24

22

20.1

19.4

20.7

21.8

22.3

23.6

25.6

60

68

75

47

43

33

36

51

61

75

68

66

Rainfall (mm)

The rainfall is sufficient for cropping where the soils are deep end the water holding capacity
os high. However, on the proposed project site, the soils are shallow and not arable.

4.4 SOIL
Soil associations and datasets from AGIS on Land Type and general soil patterns and by ENPAT
were interpreted and coupled with the topography and the consultant’s knowledge of the
region, to indicate general soil types for the sites.
Ten soil groups were identified (Refer to Figure 7 and Table 6).
Table 6. Types, potential and land use capability of soils on the property

Soil
(1) Gs/Ms

(2) Gs/Ms

(4) Es,Cf

Valley
bottom
soils
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Description

Potential Soil depth
(mm)
Shallow greyish brown sandy loam topsoil that overlies partially Low
300 - 400
weathered mud and sandstone. The soil is generally not arable,
except in the valleys where sand accumulated over time (see the
description for valley bottom soils).
Dominant soil types are Glenrosa, Mispah, Oakleaf and rock
outcrops
Shallow greyish brown sandy topsoil that overlies partially Low
300 - 450
weathered quartzite or sandstone. The soil is generally not
arable, except in the valleys where sand accumulated over time
(see the description for valley bottom soils).
Dominant soil types are Glenrosa, Mispah, Oakleaf and rock
outcrops
Shallow and moderately deep clay loam topsoil that overlies Low
250 - 400
yellowish structured subsoil. The soils are not arable and highly
susceptible to erosion.
Dominant soil types are Escourt, Cartref and Glenrosa.
The footslopes of the landscape, especially in the central and Medium 500 -800
eastern part of the site has seen accumulation of sand through to high
alluvial and colluvial action that has brought about deeper
layered soils with variable clay content. These soils normally
occur as narrow strips along the watercourses. They are
cultivated where the size warrants.
The dominant soil forms that occurs are Oakleaf, Swartland and
Dundee

Figure 7. Soil map

Photo 1 indicates an eroded watercourse on Portion 12 of Farm 240. Mitigation measures must
be implemented to ensure that water erosion in general is not aggravated by the proposed
WEF and grid infrastructure.

Photo 5. Photograph of an eroded watercourse (33°15'33.49" S, 26°36'3.06" E) – Source: CES
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Predicted soil loss indicates the likelihood of the soils in an area to be ‘lost’ due to erosion.
Approximately 70% of the proposed Albany WEF is located on soils with moderate predicted
soil loss, while the remaining 30% is on soils with a low potential loss.

Figure 8. Predicted Soil Loss

4.5 WATER
4.5.1 GROUNDWATER
Boreholes are used for domestic water and for cattle watering. The aquifers in the geological
formations have poor water storage ability and do not yield sufficient water for irrigation.
4.5.2 SURFACE WATER
There are two non-perennial streams on the property that can be used to store water; in the
west is the Bothas Rivier that is mainly used for animal watering and, in the east, the Kap Rivier
that is used for irrigation and animal watering.
There is no irrigated land that will be impacted on by construction or by permanent
infrastructure.
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4.6 VEGETATION
4.6.1 VELD TYPES
According to the Mucina and Rutherford SANBI (2018) vegetation types the proposed sites are
located within the Albany Thicket, Savanna and Fynbos Biomes.

Figure 9. Vegetation type (Mucina and Rutherford)
Table 7. Vegetation Types within the Proposed Sites

Biome
Albany
Thicket
Biome

Savanna
Biome
Fynbos
Biome
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Vegetation Type
Grahamstown
Grassland Thicket

Albany Bontveld
Albany Valley Thicket
Bhisho Thornveld

Suurberg Shale
Fynbos
Suurberg Quartzite
Fynbos

Proposed Infrastructure
28 turbines, 15% of the overhead line corridor, collector
substation (west), 5% of the IPP substation, 35% of the
temporary laydown area (batching and construction
compound), the collector substation corridor and 37%
of the total internal roads
5 turbines and 3% of the total internal roads.
2% of the total internal roads.
4 turbines, 12% of the internal roads, 95% of the IPP
substation, 65% of the temporary laydown area,
potential 132 kV substation upgrade, and 70% of the
overhead line corridor.
4 turbines and 7% of the total internal roads.
25 turbines, collector substation (east), 39% of the total
internal roads and 15% of the overhead line corridor.

Much of the uplands is transformed and is now grassland. Thickets only occur in the protected
valleys and inaccessible slopes. Figure 10 indicates areas where the bush had been removed.
This occurs especially in the western section where the veld is now grassland with little browse.

Figure 10. Satellite image indicating areas where trees had been removed

4.6.2 GRAZING CAPACITY
The proposed Albany WEF requires the clearance of 104,5 hectares of vegetation during the
construction phase, which will pose a temporary loss of grazing and browsing land. However,
37,4 hectares of this will be rehabilitated by planting indigenous vegetation during the
operational phase. Livestock and wildlife will be allowed to utilise veld between the turbines
and within the rehabilitated areas.
The proposed Albany Grid Infrastructure requires the clearance of 4,6 hectares of vegetation
during the construction phase. In addition, the overhead line corridor and the collector
switching station collector corridor (west) require vegetation removal and trimming during the
construction and operational phases. This is required to access the monopole sites for
construction, for maintenance and to reduce the risk of fires once the projects is operational.
Livestock and wildlife will be able to continue grazing within these corridors.
The grazing capacity of veld for livestock is used as evaluation. A large Stock Unit (LSU) is a
based on a medium framed animal with a weight of 450kg.
ASSUMPTIONS



Turbine towers
-
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There are 66 towers
The construction or laydown area is 0,39ha per unit

Access roads



The total length of access roads is 46,95 km, of which 36 km will be constructed and
a 11 km of existing roads upgraded.
The construction area is a corridor of 14m, which will become 8m after rehabilitation.

Other infrastructure
-

Includes Batching plant and construction camp, site camp and switchgear and
transformer areas

Table 8. Grazing lost due to the project

Component
TOWERS
1) 30
2) 36
ROADS
1) New
2) Upgraded
Grid infrastructure
Corridor
TOTAL

Ha/LSU

3,5
6,0
4,7
4,7
4,7
4,7

Figure 11. Grazing capacity of the region
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Hectare lost
Temp
38,7
17,6
21,1
65,8
50,4
15,4
4,6
34,1
143,3

Permanent
29,5
13,4
16,1
37,6
28,8
8,8
4,3
6,2
77,6

LSU lost
Temp
8,6
5,0
3,6
14,0
10,7
3,3
1,0
7,3
30,8

Permanent
6,5
3,8
2,7
8,0
6,1
1,9
0,9
1,3
16,8

5 LAND USE CAPABILITY
The soil on the construction sites for the turbine towers is not arable and no water is available
for irrigation.
According to the agricultural potential map of NDA, the land is arable (Department of
Agriculture, 2019).
Land capability classes are interpretive groupings of land with similar potential and limitations,
or similar hazards. Land capability involves consideration of difficulties in land use owing to
physical land characteristics, climate and the risks of land damage from erosion and other
causes.
The classic eight-class land capability system (Klingebiel & Montgomery, 1961) was adapted
for use by the South African Department of Agriculture in their Agriculture Geographic
Information System (AGIS).
Land capability is classified according to guidelines published by the National Department of
Agriculture in AGIS.
Land Capability is determined by the collective effects of soil, terrain and climate features and
shows the most intensive long-term use of land. At the same time, it indicates the permanent
limitations associated with the different land-use classes (refer to Table 9).


Order A: Arable land – high potential land with few limitations (Classes i and ii);



Order B: Arable land – moderate to severe limitations (Classes iii and iv);



Order C: Grazing and forestry land (Classes v, vi and vii);



Order D: Land not suitable for agriculture (Class viii).

Table 9. Land capability classes – intensity of land uses
LAND CAPABILITY
Order

Arable

Non
arable

Class
A
B
C
D

Wildlife

Grazing and Forestry

Crop production

Forestry

Limited

Veld

Pastures

Moderate

Intensive

Very intensive

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii

Note: the shaded area indicate the suitable land use

5.1 CAPABILITY CLASSIFICATION
Guidelines published on the AGIS website of the NDA were used to determine the capability
of soils and their agricultural potential (Department of Agriculture, 2019).
These guidelines are discussed below.
Soil properties will determine the soil capability for different intensity of use. This is combined
with terrain factors and climate to determine the land use capability.
The matrix of qualifications is indicated below:
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Table 10.Terrain and soil classes constituting soil capability classes i to viii
Soil Capability
class

Terrain
Flooding
Hazard

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi
vii
viii

F1, F2
F1-F3
F1-F4
F1-F4
F1-F5
F1-F5
F1-F5
F1-F5

Soil factors
Erosion
hazard
E1; E5
E1,E2; E5
E1-E3; E5
E1-E4; E5
E1-E5
E1-E6
E1-E7
E1-E8

Soil depth

Soil texture

D1
D1,D2
D1-D3
D1-D4
D1-D4
D1-D4
D4-D5
D4-D5

T1
T1,T2
T1-T3
T1-T3
T1-T3
T1-T3
T1-T3
T1-T3

Internal
drainage
W2, W3
W2, W3
W1-W4
W1-W4
W1-W5
W1-W5
W1-W5
W1-W5

Mechanical
limitations
MB0
MB0
MB0-MB1
MB0-MB1
MB0-MB1
MB0-MB3
MB2-MB4
MB2-MB4

Acidity
P1
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2
P2

The criteria to determine the soil capability for each soil factor are as follows (see Figure 8 for
details):


Soil depth, texture, internal drainage is based on soil types; and mechanical limitations.

5.2 TERRAIN FACTORS


Flooding hazard

The stream is classified as channelled valley according to the HGM system employed by the
Department of Water Affairs.
There are no streams or rivers that could result in flooding.


Erosion hazard criteria

Erosion susceptibility is a function of soil properties and rainfall characteristics. The farm is
contoured and therefore, not prone to erosions. From a soils perspective, the erosion hazard
of the cultivated lands is E2.

5.3 CLIMATIC FACTORS
The parameters used are length of growing season, temperature and hazards related to hail
and frost.
Climate conditions are favourable for rainfed cropping and will not affect the land use
capability.

5.4 LAND USE CAPABILITY OF THE SITE
Capability provides a general guideline for which the land is suitable. The following factors
decided the land use capability of the site:


Soil properties;



Watercourses;
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Land with infrastructure.

Following the same guidelines as discusses in Section 5.1, the uplands soils are shallow and
rocky and not arable (unless irrigation water is available – which in this case, is not). The deeper
sandy loam soils in the ravines are arable with a high potential for cropping. The latter, however,
does not occur on the footprints of the infrastructure
Specifically regarding classification of the subject site:


Class i and ii (high potential land) is deeper than 600mm with no stones or rock that
impedes cultivation.
None of the footprints falls into this category.



Class iii/iv is medium potential soil has a depth of between 400 and 600mm with stones
and concretions that may affects arability. The soil properties and soil depth is such that
crop yield is low and the risk of production due to climatic variability, high.
None of the footprints falls into this category.



Class v to viii is non-arable land.
The size of the non-arable classes is 143 hectares temporary an 77,6 permanently
impacted.

Figure 12. Soil potential – ENPAT, AGIS
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Table 11. Land permanently and temporarily lost per land use capability class

Type
Towers
Roads
Grid infrastructure
Other infrastructure
Corridor
TOTAL

Potential
description
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low/medium

Capability
class
vi
vi
vi
vi
vi

Temporary
lost (ha)
38,70
65,40
4,30
9,37
34,1
143,3

Permanently
lost (ha)
29,50
37,60
1,00
0,17
6,2
77,6

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the land capability according to class that will permanently be lost is as follows:


High potential:

0 ha



Moderate potential:

0 ha



Low/ very low potential:

77,6 ha

6 LAND USE ASSUMPTIONS
The following land use assumptions were used in the financial analysis:

6.1 CROP PRODUCTION POTENTIAL
According to the Department of Agriculture’s comprehensive atlas, the soil is generally not
arable.

6.2 CROPS UNDER IRRIGATION
No land is under irrigation and there is no water available for irrigation.

6.3 LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
The major farming enterprise is livestock and game. For the purposes of this assessment,
livestock will be used to calculate financial impact – game is seen as part of ecotourism (it is a
fickle industry with an unpredictable income).
TURBINE TOWER INSTALLATION: LOSS IN GRAZING RESOURCES ARE AS FOLLOWS



Hectares lost:
-



104,5
67,1

LSUs lost:
-
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Temporarily
Permanently:
Temporarily
Permanently

22,5
14,5

GRID INFRASTRUCTURE INSTALLATION: LOSS IN GRAZING RESOURCES ARE AS FOLLOWS:



Hectares lost:
-



Temporarily
Permanently:

4,6
4,3

LSUs lost:
-

Temporarily

1,0

-

Permanently

0,9

7 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
FARM VIABILITY

The land on which the application is made is under livestock grazing and game ranching. It is
assumed that all the required mechanisation equipment and farm buildings are in place.
It is further assumed that the footprint is part of an existing farming unit and that the income
lost due to the development will not reduce the management requirement or overhead costs
because the areas lost is insignificant to the overall farm size.

7.1 GROSS MARGINS
LIVESTOCK

The gross margin was adapted from the projections of COMPUTUS Management Bureau, CC,
Bethlehem (Computus, 2019).
Table 12. Gross margin of weaner production 3

Item
SALES
DIRECT EXPENSES
Summer lick
Winter lick
Veterinary
Bull cost
Marketing
Transport
Labour
Farm Fodder
Repairs and maintenance
Margin

3

Weight of 250 kg @R32/kg, 90 @ calving %
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Values (Rand/LSU)
7 875,00
2 796,10
305,50
912,60
150,00
150,00
58,00
20,00
650,00
350
200,00
5 078,90

7.2 ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions are made:


The land is optimally stocked and the land lost will directly lead to a reduction in carrying
capacity of the property (this is rarely the case – usually farms can absorb small areas of
land that is lost to other activities);



Land uses are as per Section 2;



High management skills apply;



Equipment is available on the farm and no additional equipment is required.



The analysis uses general norms; it is mainly done at a level to indicate financial impact
(or lack thereof) of the farm as a farming unit.

7.3 FINANCIAL IMPACT
7.3.1 TURBINE TOWERS AND ROADS (WEF)
The following indicates the net income loss for the farmer:
Table 13.Total farm income

Activity
TOWERS
ROADS
TOTAL

Temporarily lost
(for two years)
R 43 440
R 71 105
R 114 544

Permanently lost
R 33 124
R 40 631
R 73 755

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made:


The areas affected is part of existing farming units and loss of income is projected for the
land that is impacted on by construction and creation of permanent infrastructure;



The permanent gross farm income loss due to loss of farming resources (in this case grazing
land) is estimated at R45 913 per year;



The impact is offset during construction as EDF compensates the landowners for
inconvenience during the construction phase for having to move animals, create new
camps, buy feed etc.

7.3.2 INSTLALLATION OF GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
The following indicates the net income loss for the farmer:
Table 14.Total farm income

Activity
All infrastructure
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Temporarily lost
(for two years)
R 5 005

Permanently lost
R 4 657

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be made:


The areas affected is part of existing farming units and loss of income is projected for the
land that is impacted on by construction and creation of permanent infrastructure;



There will be a permanent loss due to loss of farming resources of R4 657 and a temporary
loss estimated at R5 005 during implementation;

8 IMPACT ASSESSMENT
8.1 ASSUMPTIONS
8.1.1 GENERAL
The project entails construction of up to 66 wind turbines and associated infrastructure.
Some of the impacts will be of a temporary nature and will last for the duration of construction
or the time the land takes to recover to its natural state. Depending on the rainfall, the period
for the land to recover is expected to be less than two years.
8.1.2 LAND USES
TURBINE TOWERS AND CONNECTING ROADS (WEF INFRASTRUCTURE)

The proposed Albany WEF will consist of the following:


Up to 66 wind turbines with an area of 0,39ha each will be disturbed during construction;



Switchgear and/or transformer will be construction at each turbine;



Access roads of 14m wide will initially be made, and be reduced to 8m during operation;



Cabling will be laid between turbines and the switching station;



Overhead medium voltage powerlines will be constructed between the turbines;



Overhead powerlines will connect the facility to the electrical grid;



Approximately 9 hectares will be used for a batching plant, laydown facilities, concrete
tower manufacturing and steel tower processing and construction compound.

Table 3.1: Proposed Albany WEF Development Footprint

Facility component
Laydown area (crane hardstand)
Temporary laydown area, batching plant and compound
Turbine foundation
Temporary Infrastructure (site camp and a laydown area)
Switchgear and/or Transformer
Internal Access Roads
Upgraded existing internal access roads
TOTAL FOOTPRINT:
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Construction
Footprint
25,74 ha
9,00 ha
3,63 ha
0,20 ha
0,17 ha
50,4 ha
15,4 ha
104,54 ha

Footprint after
Rehabilitation
25,74 ha
0,0 ha
3,63 ha
0,00 ha
0,17 ha
28,8 ha
8,8 ha
67,1 ha

Land uses on which the impact is based are as follows:




Construction of the Wind Energy Facility:
•

Construction of wind turbine towers;

•

Construction of road and overhead electricity lines;

Construction of ancillary infrastructure, including switchgear and transformers

Figure 13. WEF infrastructure

GRID INFRASTRUCTURE



Option 1 (preferred) – 2,3ha Independent Power Producer (IPP) Substation (MV/132 kV)
which will include, battery storage and site office area, situated in the middle of the site.
-
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Two (2) collector substations, each 1,0ha (Collector Substation West and Collector
Substation East) will be constructed.
The grid connection will be a Line-In-Line-Out (LILO) on the Pembroke-Albany 132 kV
line.
All turbines will connect, via underground MV lines, either directly to the IPP substation
or to a collector. Each collector will in turn connect to the IPP substation via MV or
132 KV overhead line(s) within the grid corridor.
Grid corridor width is 500m wide to allow for manoeuvrability for the final line position.
The corridor from Collector Substation West to the main corridor is 170m in width with
a flanking area to accommodate for the line turn in.

Option 2 – Direct connection, via the same corridor, to the potential 132 kV substation,
adjacent to the Eskom Albany 132 kV substation, up to 2,3ha, which will include battery
storage and a site office area situated in the middle of the site.

Table 15. Land uses – hectare lost due to the project for Option 1

Component
All

Construction footprint

Footprint after rehabilitation

4,63

4,31

Figure 14. Grid infrastructure

8.1.3 IMPACT COMPONENTS
Sustainable land use and protection of agricultural resources is a core functions of the
Department of Agriculture. This has led to promulgation of various pieces of legislation to guide
agricultural development. The more important are the following:


Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act No 43 of 1983;



Preservation and Development of Agricultural Land Framework Bill, 2014;



National Policy on the Preservation of High Potential and Unique Agricultural Land, June
2006;



Land use Management Bill, 2008;

The components of development identified from this legislation that impacts on agriculture,
and which will be assessed in this report are the following:


Loss of high and medium potential land – including irrigated land;



Loss of cultivated land;



Loss of grazing land;



Loss of agricultural production (yield and income); and,



Loss of agricultural resources – soil loss due to erosion.



Loss of farming infrastructure
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8.2 RATING CRITERIA
The following rating criteria were used to indicate impacts:
EXTENT



Local - extend to the site and its immediate surroundings.



Regional - impact on the region but within the province.



National - impact on an interprovincial scale.



International - impact outside of South Africa.

MAGNITUDE

Degree to which impact may cause irreplaceable loss of resources.


Low - natural and social functions and processes are not affected or minimally affected.



Medium - affected environment is notably altered; natural and social functions and
processes continue albeit in a modified way.



High - natural or social functions or processes could be substantially affected or altered
to the extent that they could temporarily or permanently cease.

DURATION



Short term - 0-5 years.



Medium term - 5-11 years.



Long term - impact ceases after the operational life cycle of the activity either because
of natural processes or by human intervention.



Permanent - mitigation either by natural process or by human intervention will not occur
in such a way or in such a time span that the impact can be considered transient.

PROBABILITY



Almost certain - the event is expected to occur in most circumstances.



Likely - the event will probably occur in most circumstances.



Moderate - the event should occur at some time.



Unlikely - the event could occur at some time.



Rare/Remote - the event may occur only in exceptional circumstances.

SIGNIFICANCE

Provides an overall impression of an impact’s importance, and the degree to which it can be
mitigated. The range for significance ratings is as follows

0 – Impact will not affect the environment. No mitigation necessary.



1 – No impact after mitigation.



2 – Residual impact after mitigation.



3 – Impact cannot be mitigated.
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8.3 IMPACT DESCRIPTION
8.3.1 TURBINE TOWERS AND ACCESS ROADS (WEF INFRASTRUCTURE)
8.3.1.1 LOSS OF HIGH POTENTIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND


Extent
-



Magnitude
-



No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Probability
-



No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Duration
-



There is no high potential or unique land or land that is irrigated on or in proximity of
available surface water.
Approximately 67,1 hectares of low potential land will be permanently lost.

No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Significance on local level:
-

No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Mitigation
1) No high potential land will be lost – no mitigation necessary

8.3.1.2 LOSS OF CULTIVATED LAND


Extent
-



Magnitude
-



No cultivated land will be lost.

Probability
-



No cultivated land will be lost.

Duration
-



No cultivated land will be lost.

No cultivated land will be lost.

Significance on local level:
-

No cultivated land will be lost.

Mitigation
1) No cultivated land will be lost – no mitigation necessary
8.3.1.3 LOSS OF GRAZING LAND
The loss of grazing land is temporary and will be for one or two rainy season. The land will remain
as grazing after construction. The construction footprint is the only area is permanently lost.
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Extent
Temporary lost area: Local impact. Approximately 104,5 hectares will be lost for at least
two years. No residual or cumulative impact is expected afterwards.
Construction Footprint: Local impact (permanently lost): 67,1 hectares.

̵
̵


Magnitude: Low
Temporary lost area: No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low – only 67,1 hectares will be affected.

̵
̵


Duration
Temporary lost area: No residual impact after mitigation - the duration is for two rainy
seasons.
Construction Footprint: Permanent.

̵
̵


Probability: Certain
The activity is certain to occur.

̵


Significance rating on local community:
Temporary lost area: No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low although the impact is permanent. The loss of income from
grazing is small.

̵
̵

Mitigation
1) Compensate farmers for what is lost.
2) The impact is offset during construction as EDF compensates the landowners for
inconvenience during the construction phase for having to move animals, create new
camps, buy feed, etc.
3) Keep the construction period as short as possible.
4) Employ dust-supressing practices to protect adjoining grazing land.

8.3.1.4 LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION (YIELD AND INCOME)
The loss of grazing is the only impact that translates to income loss.


Extent
Temporary lost: Local impact - only 104,51ha will be lost during construction, which can
contribute R114 544 towards farming income.
Construction Footprint: Local impact – 67,1 hectares is permanently lost and can
contribute R73 754 towards farming income.

̵
̵


Magnitude
-



Duration
̵
̵
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Temporary lost: Low - 104,51 hectares will be lost during construction
Construction Footprint: Low – only 67,1 hectares will be affected.
Temporary lost: The duration of the impact is for two rainy seasons.
Construction Footprint: Permanently lost.

Probability



̵

The activity is certain to occur.

Significance rating on local community:



̵
̵

Temporary lost: No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low although the impact is permanent. The loss of income is
relatively small if viewed in the regional context.

Mitigation
1) Compensate farmers for what is lost.
2) Keep the construction period as short as possible.

8.3.1.5 LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES
The loss of resources relates to soil due to erosion and water that can be used for farming
purposes.
Extent



̵
̵

Temporary lost: Local impact. Only 104,5 will be cleared of vegetation. Erosion usually
occurs only on bare soils. Potential loss to erosion, therefore, is minimal.
Construction Footprint: Local impact: 67,1ha is under construction and will not lead to
any soil loss or water runoff.

Magnitude



̵
̵

Temporary lost: Low magnitude. No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low – erosion is not expected once stormwater is mediated.

Duration



̵
̵

Temporary lost: The duration of the impact is until seed has germinated and ground
cover is sufficient to counter the erosive power of rain.
Construction Footprint: No impact.

Probability



̵

The activity is unlikely if mitigation measures are in place.

Significance rating on local community:



̵
̵

Temporary lost: No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low.

Mitigation
1)
2)
3)
4)
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Replace topsoil during rehabilitation and ensure that the soil is well fertilised and rolled.
Sow seed of local plants that is adapted to the climate.
Irrigate the soil to ensure germination and establishment of the seed occurs.
Remove all alien plants and weeds until the natural plants are well established.

8.3.2 INSTALLATION OF GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
8.3.2.1 LOSS OF HIGH POTENTIAL AGRICULTURAL LAND AND CULTIVATED LAND


Extent
-



Magnitude
-



No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Probability
-



No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Duration
-



There is no high potential land or land that is irrigated on or in proximity of available
surface water.
Approximately 4,31 hectare of low potential land will permanently be lost.

No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Significance on local level:
-

No high potential or unique land will be lost.

Mitigation
1) No high potential land will be lost – no mitigation necessary

8.3.2.2 LOSS OF CULTIVATED LAND


Extent
-



Magnitude
-



No cultivated land will be lost

Probability
-



No cultivated land will be lost

Duration
-



No cultivated land will be lost

No cultivated land will be lost

Significance on local level:
-

No cultivated land will be lost

Mitigation
1) No high potential land will be lost – no mitigation necessary
8.3.2.3 LOSS OF GRAZING LAND
The loss of grazing land is temporary and will be for one or two rainy seasons. The land will
remain as grazing after construction. The footprint area is permanently lost.
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Extent
̵
̵



Magnitude: Low
̵
̵



̵

Temporary lost: No residual impact after mitigation - the duration is for two rainy
seasons.
Construction Footprint: Permanent.

Probability: Certain
̵



Temporary lost: Low - only 4,6 hectare will be lost for at least two years.
Construction Footprint: Low – only 4,3 hectares will permanently be affected.

Duration
̵



Temporary lost: Local impact. Only 4,6 hectare will be lost for at least two years. No
residual or cumulative impact is expected afterwards.
Construction Footprint: Local impact (permanently lost): 4,3 hectares

The activity is certain to occur.

Significance rating on local community:
̵
̵

Temporary lost: Low - 4,6 hectare will be lost for at least two years.
Construction Footprint: Low although the impact is permanent. The loss of income from
grazing is insignificant.

Mitigation
1) Compensate farmers for what is lost.
2) Keep the construction period as short as possible.
3) Employ dust-supressing practices to protect adjoining grazing land.

8.3.2.4 LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION (YIELD AND INCOME)
The loss of grazing is the only impact that translates to income loss.


Extent
̵
̵



Magnitude
̵
̵



Temporary lost: The duration of the impact is for two rainy seasons.
Construction Footprint: Permanent.

Probability
̵
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Temporary lost: Low - 4,6 hectares will be lost.
Construction Footprint: Low – only 4,3 hectares will be affected.

Duration
̵
̵



Temporary lost: Local impact. 4,6 hectares will be lost that can contribute R5 005
towards farming income.
Construction Footprint: Local impact: 4,3 hectares is permanently lost. This is not
sufficient to accommodate even one livestock unit.

The activity is certain to occur.

Significance rating to the local community:



̵
̵

Temporary lost: Low - 4,6 hectares will be lost.No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low although the impact is permanent. The loss of income is
insignificant.

Mitigation
1) Compensate farmers for what is lost.
2) Keep the construction period as short as possible.

8.3.2.5 LOSS OF AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES
The loss of resources relates to soil due to erosion and water that can be used for farming
purposes.
Extent



̵
̵

Temporary lost: Local impact. Only 4,6 hectares will be cleared of vegetation. Erosion
usually occurs only on bare soils.
Construction Footprint: Local impact: 4,3 hectares will be under permanently
infrastructure and will not lead to any soil loss or water runoff.

Magnitude



̵
̵

Temporary lost: Low magnitude. No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low – erosion is not expected once stormwater is mediated.

Duration



̵
̵

Temporary lost: The duration of the impact is until seed has germinated and ground
cover is sufficient to counter the erosive power of rain.
Construction Footprint: No impact.

Probability



̵

The activity is unlikely if mitigation measures are in place.

Significance rating on local community:



̵
̵

Temporary lost: No residual impact after mitigation.
Construction Footprint: Low.

Mitigation
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
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Compensate farmers for what is lost.
Replace topsoil during rehabilitation and ensure that the soil is well fertilised and rolled.
Sow seed of local plants that is adapted to the climate.
Irrigate the soil to ensure germination and establishment of the seed occurs.
Remove all alien plants and weeds until the plants are well established.

8.3.3 INDIRECT IMPACTS OF DEVELOPMENT
Possible indirect impacts are the following:

8.3.3.1 INCREASE IN STOCK THEFT & POACHING
The increase in individuals accessing the affected properties for the Albany WEF development
during the operational phase could lead to the increase in stock theft and poaching, which is
already an issue in the area.
Stock theft and wildlife poaching are ongoing issues in the Eastern Cape. The risk/likelihood of
stock theft and poaching could likely increase during construction due to the increase in
activity.

8.3.3.2 ACCESS TO FARMS AND FARMING INFRASTRUCTURE
Access by farmers to their own farms during the period of construction may be hampered. The
effect is inconvenience rather than actual.

8.3.3.3 BLASTING AND NOISE DURING CONSTRUCTION
Some of the farms have rare and endangered species. Blasting with explosives can endanger
these animals. In addition, hunting activities could endanger construction workers.

INDIRECT IMPACTS



Extent: Local
-



Magnitude: High
-



Temporary - the duration is for the period of construction.

Probability
-



Natural and social functions will not be affected.

Duration
-



Farmers may be impacted on for the period that construction takes place.

The activity is likely to occur.

Significance on local level
-

Low impact after mitigation.

Mitigation
1. No unauthorised individuals should be allowed to access the site without permission
from the landowners and/or the developers. Theft and vandalism can be reduced by
providing additional security to farmers where necessary.
2. The construction period is for a short period. Discuss the possible restriction of access to
farm housing or farming infrastructure like watering facilities, boreholes, etc. with the
farmers and come up with solutions.
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3. Maintenance workers must not handle or remove any livestock or wildlife from the site
or the surrounding properties.
4. Police should be notified if any illegal actions take place.
8.3.4 BIOLOGICAL
A possible environmental impact of the development is the creation of dust along the main
roads by large trucks and construction vehicles. Dust could have an impact on the livestock
carrying capacity of adjoining properties.
Mitigation
1) Keep the construction period as short as possible
2) Employ dust reduction practices.

8.4 SUMMARY OF IMPACTS
8.4.1 TURBINE TOWERS AND CONNECTION ROADS
The direct impact of creating the WEF is low on agriculture, there will be no loss of high potential
land, the loss of grazing land and income from this source is low for the individual farms and
can be mitigated through negotiated compensation.
Security and stock theft has potentially a moderately high negative impact and may even
increase due to access that is created by the newly constructed roads. The increase in stock
theft and poaching is an existing regional issue which will be relatively difficult to mitigate
during the operational phase. It is possible that the proposed mitigation measures can reduce
the significance of this impact to the status quo, which is of moderately negative significance.
The no-go alternative will see continued stock theft and poaching remain at its present level.
8.4.2 ALBANY GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
Similarly to the situation at the WEF component, the direct impact of creating the grid
infrastructure is low on agriculture, there will be no loss of high potential land, the loss of grazing
land and income from this source is low for the individual farms and can be mitigated through
negotiated compensation.
Security and stock theft has potentially a moderately high negative impact and may even
increase due to access that is created by the newly constructed roads. It is possible that the
proposed mitigation measures can reduce the significance of this impact to the status quo,
which is of moderately negative significance.
The no-go alternative will see continued stock theft and poaching remain at its present level.
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Table 16. Summary of impact assessment
Potential impact
1.
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Extent

Magnitude

Duration

Probability

Significance

Lost
(ha/Rand)

TURBINE TOWERS AND ACCESS ROADS (WEF INFRASTRUCTURE)
Loss of high potential arable
land
Before mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

After mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

Loss of cultivated land
Before mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

After mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

Loss of grazing land
Before mitigation

Temporary loss of grazing land

Local

Low

Temporary

Certain

Low

104,5ha

After mitigation

Mitigation measures:
Restore disturbed land
Keep the construction period as short as possible.

Local

Low

Permanent

Certain

Low

67,1ha

Loss of grazing land. The loss will be for one or two
production seasons. 104,5 hectares will initially be
cleared, of which 37,1 will be rehabilitated.
Mitigation measures:
Compensate farmers for what is lost. Keep the
construction period as short as possible.
Employ dust-reducing practices to protect grazing.

Local

Low

Temporary
(2 years)

Certain

Low

R114 544

Local

Low

Permanent

Certain

Low

R73 755

Loss of grazing land. The loss will be for one or two
production seasons. 104,5 hectares will initially be
cleared, of which 37,1 will be rehabilitated.
Mitigation measures:
Restoration of the land that is disturbed by
construction will reduce the impact to the land under
permanent infrastructure.
Keep the construction period as short as possible.
Employ dust-reducing practices to protect grazing.

Local

Low

Temporary
(2 years)

Certain

Low

104,5ha

Local

Low

Permanent

Certain

Low

67,1ha

Loss of agricultural production
Before mitigation
After mitigation

1.4

Proposed Management Objectives / Mitigation
Measures

Loss of agricultural resources
Before mitigation
After mitigation
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Potential impact
2.
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Extent

Magnitude

Duration

Probability

Significance

Lost
(ha/Rand)

INSTALLATION OF GRID INFRASTRUCTURE
Loss of high potential a land
Before mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

After mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

Loss of cultivated land
Before mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

After mitigation

No high potential land will be lost

Loss of grazing land
Before mitigation

Temporary loss of grazing land

Local

Low

Temporary

Certain

Low

4,6ha

After mitigation

Mitigation measures:
Keep the construction period as short as possible.

Local

Low

Permanent

Certain

Low

4,3ha

Loss of grazing land. The loss will be for one or two
production seasons. 4,6 hectares will be cleared.
The land lost will have no impact on the carrying
capacity of the farms.
Mitigation measures:
Keep the construction period as short as possible.
Employ dust-reducing practices to protect adjoining
grazing land.

Local

Low

Certain

Low

R5 005

Local

Low

Temporary
(2 years)
Permanent

Certain

Low

R4 647

Loss of grazing land. The loss will be for one or two
production seasons. 4,6 hectares will initially be
cleared of vegetation.
No high potential land or water resources will be lost.
The land lost will have no impact on the grazing.
Mitigation measures:
Restoration of the land that is disturbed by
construction will reduce the impact to the land under
permanent infrastructure.
Keep the construction period as short as possible.
Employ dust-reducing practices to protect adjoining
grazing land.

Local

Low

Temporary
(2 years)

Certain

Low

4,6ha

Local

Low

Permanent

Certain

Low

4,3ha

Loss of agricultural production
Before mitigation
After mitigation

2.4

Proposed Management Objectives / Mitigation
Measures

Loss of agricultural resources
Before mitigation

After mitigation
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Potential impact
3.
3.1

Extent

Magnitude

Duration

Probability

Significance

Local

Low

Temporary

Unlikely

Low

Local

Medium

Temporary

Certain

Moderate

No unauthorised individuals should be allowed to
access the site without permission from the
landowners and/or the developers during the
construction and operational phases.
Theft and vandalism can be reduced by providing
additional security to farmers.
Police should be notified where any illegal activities
take place.
Set up a communication committee that will deal with
blasting and security issues.

Local

Low

Temporary

Likely

Low

Access to the farms during the period of construction
may be hampered. The effect is inconvenience rather
than actual.
Contractors should keep gates and fences in good
condition.

Local

Low

Temporary

Certain

Low

Local

Low

Temporary

Unlikely

Low

Some of the farms have rare and endangered
species, which can endanger these animals. In
addition, hunting activities could endanger
construction workers
Notify land owners when blasting will take place. Set
up a communication committee that will deal with
blasting and security issues.

Local

Medium

Temporary

Certain

Low

Local

Low

Temporary

Likely

Low

LOSS OF FARMING INFRASTRUCTURE
Buildings and fencing

4.
4.1

Proposed Management Objectives / Mitigation
Measures

Fences will likely be removed to gain access to the
construction sites. Fences should be maintained to
ensure the safety of man and animals.
INDIRECT IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENT

Security and stock theft
Before mitigation
After mitigation

4.2

Access to farms
Before mitigation
After mitigation

4.3

Blasting and noise
Before mitigation

After mitigation
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Lost
(ha/Rand)

Potential impact
5.
5.1

Proposed Management Objectives / Mitigation
Measures

Extent

Magnitude

Duration

Probability

Significance

Dust along the main roads created by large trucks
can have an impact on the livestock carrying
capacity of the land.
Keep the construction period as short as possible
Employ dust reduction methods.

Local

Medium

Temporary

Certain

Low

Local

Low

Temporary

Unlikely

Low

Biological
Dust pollution
Before mitigation
After mitigation
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Lost
(ha/Rand)
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS
The implementation of the proposed mitigation measures is likely to reduce the
significance of negative impacts on agricultural. The impact of both the WEF and Grid
infrastructure is likely to pose a moderate negative indirect impact.
However, if the mitigation measures listed below are successfully implemented, then the
overall significance can be reduced to low.
It is recommended that the following mitigation measures, be included in the EMPr and
that they are implemented during the various phases of development.
CONSTRUCTION PHASE



A suitably qualified ECO must be appointed prior to the commencement of the
construction phase to deal with agriculture and other environmental issues.



Cement/concrete must only be mixed in the approved demarcated area.



Drip trays or other impermeable material, such as plastic sheeting, must be placed
under construction machinery to avoid soil contamination.



Burning, burying or dumping of any waste materials must not occur on the site.



Refuelling should only take place in demarcated areas.



The appointed ECO should monitor the sanitation of the work sites and that of the
Contractor’s campsite.



All solid waste must be disposed of offsite at an approved registered landfill site.



Vegetation clearance should be restricted to the demarcated development
footprints.



Soil erosion near the demarcated development footprints must be monitored and
managed during construction to prevent the loss of additional grazing land due to
degradation.



Disturbance of soils and clearing of vegetation should be kept to a minimum.



Where possible, construction vehicles should only make use of the designated
access routes and construction activities must be limited to the development
footprint to avoid loss of grazing land.



All temporary construction footprints must be rehabilitated and re-vegetated, as
soon as they are no longer required.



The appointed ECO must monitor erosion during the construction phase. Remedial
action must be taken at the first signs of soil erosion during the construction phase.



Compacted areas should be ripped to loosen the soil structure.



Topsoil stockpiles must not be compacted.



The stripping of topsoil should be undertaken in such a manner as to minimise erosion
by wind or runoff.
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All foreign materials, which could reduce the quality of the topsoil, such as
construction rubble, litter and alien vegetation, must be stored separately.



Topsoil and subsoil must be separated and replaced in the same sequence during
rehabilitation.



The ECO must approve the stockpiling location prior to the stockpiling of any topsoil.



Any excess topsoil, which is not used for rehabilitation, must be removed from the
site.



Access to the site must be controlled and monitored during construction.



No unauthorised individuals should be allowed to access the site without permission
from the landowners and/or the developers.



Construction workers must not handle or remove any livestock or wildlife from the
site or the surrounding properties.



Where reasonable and feasible, proposed developments should be placed on land
with low agricultural potential.

OPERATIONAL PHASE



All maintenance equipment and vehicles should only make use of the designated
access routes and internal roads.



Soil compaction and erosion should be monitored during the operational phase and
remedial action must be taken at the first signs of soil compaction and increased
soil erosion.



No unauthorised individuals should be allowed to access the site without permission
from the landowners and/or the developers.



Maintenance workers must not handle or remove any livestock or wildlife from the
site or surrounding properties.
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10 ADDENDA
10.1 SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1. Draft Agriculture & Soils Assessment Report for Proposed Albany Wind Energy
Facility & Grid Infrastructure Near Makhanda, Eastern Cape Province. CES, Port
Elizabeth
2. Soil Classification Working group, 1991. Soil Classification, a taxonomic system for
South Africa. Department of Agriculture, Pretoria.
3. WRC, 2003 South African Atlas of Agro-hydrology and Climatology, Water
Research Commission
4. BFAP, 2017. Income & Cost Budgets Summer Crops - 2017/18. Bureau for Food and
Agricultural Policy (BFAP). 012 420 5021. admin@bfap.co.za
5. DWS, 2019. 185 Francis Baard Street, Pretoria Central, Pretoria. www.dwa.gov.za
6. https://www.worldweatheronline.com, 2019, South African Weather Bureau,
www.weathersa.co.za, Pretoria.
7. Grieser, J., 2006. Local Climate Estimator. Agromeeoolgy Group, FAO. Rome
8. Department of Agriculture, 2019. http://daffarcgis.nda.agric.za/Comp_Atlas_v2/
9. COMPUTUS, 2019. Bestuursburo, Posbus 1615. Bethlehem 9700, computus@
computus.co.za.
Other information
1. Criteria for high potential agricultural land in South Africa, Department of
Agriculture, Directorate Land Use and Soil Management, 2002.
2. Department of Agriculture. Grazing capacity. Development of Agricultural Land
Framework Bill , 2016
3. CROPWAT 8.0 has been developed by Joss Swennenhuis for the Water Resources
Development and Management Service of FAO.
4. Anneliza Collett, 2008. The determination, protection and management of high
potential agricultural land in South Africa with special reference to Gauteng.
Submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree M.Sc (Plant
Science) in the Faculty of Natural & Agricultural Science University of Pretoria.
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Figure 15. Land capability criteria
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